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Whenever and wherever there is a need to design and space plan the interior of a building, Maars is a

partner you can trust to turn your plans into reality, for projects large or small, be they purely functional or luxuriously

innovative. 

In talking to Maars, you are directly in touch with the manufacturer. Just tell us what your requirements are and we

will have the perfect solution. Or we will work with you to develop and produce it. In other words, ‘Create your

environment’.

Maars has many years of experience in a multitude of different projects, nationally and internationally. They range

from offices to airports, from colleges to laboratories and much more. 

But, Maars goes a lot further than simply manufacturing and supplying superior partitioning systems. We take

aftercare very seriously. And that includes relocating our systems, supplying additional parts to expand your existing

installation. As always, the only thing we need to know is exactly what you want. 

Because, most of all, Maars is there to help translate your ideas into practical, flexible, aesthetically pleasing interiors,

where it is a pleasure to live and work.
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In choosing the Maars Intersign partitioning system, you’re opting for long-lasting quality, style and flexibility

and also for virtually unlimited possibilities for project design.

The Maars Intersign partitioning system imposes few, if any, restrictions on you. Its quick build steel frame construction

allows you almost total freedom to design and achieve almost any required layout. 

Whether you want horizontal or vertical partitions, totally transparent or solid panels, or a stylish combination of both,

the Maars Intersign system enables you to translate just about any requirement into a pleasing yet practical reality. 

It remains durable yet relocatable, with restrained, functional details.

Maars Intersign is truly remarkable in that it allows you to use your own choice between steel panels or panels with

veneer or melamine finishes, without having to modify the basic structure at all. It is even designed to use different

panelling on either side of the wall!

We hardly need say that this top-class product also has exceptional noise-insulating and fire-resistant properties.
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Top-class materials for a top-of-the-range  product. Naturally, if you want to make a top-class product that is

versatile, robust, functional and beautifully finished, you have to start with high-quality materials, together with state-

of-the-art manufacturing facility. 

The Maars Intersign system incorporates both. Probably the greatest asset of the system is its sheer versatility, which

is reflected in the countless possibilities it affords the designer. There’s the versatile choice between steel, veneer or

melamine finished panelling. There’s the benefit of choosing from 26 standard RAL colours (optionally every colour of

your choice) of high-quality epoxy powder coating to the metal panels and framework and the choice of a variety of

melamines and timber finishes.
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Additionally, there’s a wide choice of glasses, doors and door fittings. As office walls are not just for separating

spaces, the system also provides attachment points for storage units and shelving.

It will come as no surprise to know that, with so many possibilities, there is one thing that remains constant and that

is naturally, the consistent high quality of the Maars Intersign partitioning system.
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Maars Intersign partitioning systems

CONSTRUCTION Studs of perforated steel, factory grooved for screw fixing, for

installation between steel floor and ceiling tracks.

PANELS Steel, backed with plasterboard or chipboard facing with rock wool

insulation for fire and sound.

GLASS ELEMENTS Double-glazed with metal frames. Many types, thicknesses and

finishes of glazing available.

DOOR ELEMENTS Metal frames with square or radius profiles for standard or floor-

to-ceiling height doors. Suitable for Maars metal doors, wooden doors and fully

glazed doors. 

PANEL JOINTING Produces,vertically, a shadow 10 mm joint and horizontally an

inconspicious hairline joint.

MODULE WIDTH Up to 1800 mm for horizontal panels and up to 1250 mm for full

height panels.

PARTITION HEIGHT Up to 3100 mm as standard, other heights on request.

PARTITION THICKNESS 97 or 99 mm depending on the version.

WEIGHT Solid steel modules approximately 45 kg/m2, with chip-board modules

approximately 28 kg/m2.

FINISHES AND COLOURS All visible metal elements, including the metal wall panels

and the Maars metal doors, are finished with a polyester-epoxy powdercoating in

satin or softtouch in a colour of your choise. Chipboard panels are finished with

melamine or veneer. Wooden doors are laquered, veneered or laminated.

SERVICES Services can be installed either horizontally or vertically and can be easily

accessed for maintenance or future relocation.

ACCESSORIES Venetian and vertical blinds within sealed glass elements, cupboard

units, shelves can be attached to the panel U-connector profiles. We also provide

picture hooks together with magnetic ironmongery and signage.

SOUNDINSULATION Solid partitions with steel panels up to 53 dB, with chipboard

panels up to 48 dB.

FIRE RESITANCE Solid partitions with steel panels will achieve 30, 60 or 90 minutes

fire separation; solid partitions with chipboard panels will achieve 30 to 60 minutes

fire separation.

We would be pleased to discuss with you any special variations to the Maars Intersign

partitioning system that may require. This could be partitions made from different

materials, particular colours, custom finishes etc. Maars Intersign is so versatile, we are

confident we can accomodate your every wish.

Intersign is a registered trade mark of Maars Holding BV. Subject to alterations.
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